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Abstract: Land surface albedo (LSA), one of the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
environmental data records (EDRs), is a fundamental component for linking the land surface and
the climate system by regulating shortwave energy exchange between the land and the atmosphere.
Currently, the improved bright pixel sub-algorithm (BPSA) is a unique algorithm employed by VIIRS
to routinely generate LSA EDR from VIIRS top-of-atmosphere (TOA) observations. As a product
validation procedure, LSA EDR reached validated (V1 stage) maturity in December 2014. This study
summarizes recent progress in algorithm refinement, and presents comprehensive validation and
evaluation results of VIIRS LSA by using extensive field measurements, Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) albedo product, and Landsat-retrieved albedo maps. Results indicate
that: (1) by testing the updated desert-specific look-up-table (LUT) that uses a stricter standard to
select the training data specific for desert aerosol type in our local environment, it is found that the
VIIRS LSA retrieval accuracy is improved over a desert surface and the absolute root mean square
error (RMSE) is reduced from 0.036 to 0.023, suggesting the potential of the updated desert LUT to
the improve the VIIRS LSA product accuracy; (2) LSA retrieval on snow-covered surfaces is more
accurate if the newly developed snow-specific LUT (RMSE = 0.082) replaces the generic LUT (RMSE
= 0.093) that is employed in the current operational LSA EDR production; (3) VIIRS LSA is also
comparable to high-resolution Landsat albedo retrieval (RMSE < 0.04), although Landsat albedo has
a slightly higher accuracy, probably owing to higher spatial resolution with less impacts of mixed
pixel; (4) VIIRS LSA retrievals agree well with the MODIS albedo product over various land surface
types, with overall RMSE of lower than 0.05 and the overall bias as low as 0.025, demonstrating the
comparable data quality between VIIRS and the MODIS LSA product.
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1. Introduction

Land surface albedo (LSA), defined as the ratio between solar radiation reflected by Earth’s
land surface and solar radiation incident at the surface, is a function of both solar illumination
and the reflective properties of land [1]. LSA directly affects Earth’s climate by determining the
fraction of shortwave radiation absorbed at the ground, and therefore, it influences the surface
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energy budget [2]. It is a fundamental component in determining the magnitude of energy fluxes
in the soil–plant–atmosphere continuum [3,4], affecting the surface temperature, evaporation and
transpiration, cloud formation, and precipitation, thus ultimately impacting the gross primary
productivity [2,5–8]. Surface albedo is also a key factor in the potential positive feedback between
surface temperature and global warming at northern latitudes [9] and may play a relevant role in
offsetting the carbon sequestration potential of afforestation programs [10–13]. Among the model
applications, LSA is a parameter needed by both global and regional climatic models and for
computing the surface energy balance [9,14]. The seasonal and long-term vegetation dynamics that
significantly impact the climate are reflected by the dramatic variations of albedo [14]. Thus, long-term
observation and retrieval of LSA are an irreplaceable resource for monitoring the variability of LSA
and understanding its interaction with the climate system [15].

Remote sensing technique provides a unique opportunity to efficiently and frequently map
global LSA. Dating back to the year 1973, the meteorological satellite Nimbus 3 [16] opens the
first attempt to generate a global LSA map. From then on, a series of optical sensors have been
employed to retrieve global data on LSA [17,18]. However, no global LSA products had been
operationally produced until the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), one
of the sensors in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Earth Observing System
(EOS) Terra and Aqua platform, launched in 1999 and 2002, respectively [19–21]. MODIS provides
comprehensive and frequent global Earth imaging in 36 spectral bands and at high spatial resolutions
(500 m, 1 km) and better spectral configuration, facilitating a high-quality global albedo product at an
eight-day frequency [19]. In the past decade, extensive studies have been conducted, leading to the
development of robust algorithms to retrieve surface albedo using MODIS data [19,22–28]; moreover,
comprehensive validations on MODIS albedo products have also been performed [8,27,29]. In addition
to MODIS, many other albedo products with various spatial resolutions and temporal frequencies
are also generated and validated, such as polarization and directionality of the Earth’s reflectance
(POLDER) [30–32], Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) [33], Clouds and the Earth’s
Radiant Energy System (CERES) (Bias = ´0.004, RMS = 0.02 over land sites) [34,35], and Airborne
Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) (RMSE < 0.034) [36].

As the successor of MODIS, the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) from the Suomi
National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) and future Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) will lead
us into a new era of global daily earth observations, furnishing us with a continuous opportunity
to monitor LSA both regionally and globally. VIIRS was designed to improve the capabilities of the
operational Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and provide observation continuity
with MODIS [37]. LSA is a globally operational product in the form of a VIIRS environmental data
record (EDR) since the beginning of 2012, with a moderate spatial resolution of 750 m at nadir during
the satellite over-pass time (local 13:30). Currently, the improved bright pixel sub-algorithm (BPSA)
method is a unique algorithm that is employed by VIIRS to routinely generate LSA EDR from VIIRS
top-of-atmosphere (TOA) observations. Proposed in [15], this method links the surface broadband
albedo with the observed reflectance at TOA. Preliminary validations were conducted in our earlier
works by comparing the VIIRS LSA retrieval with the field albedo measurements over seven SURFRAD
sites and with MODIS albedo product [15]. Furthermore, in the JPSS quality control (QC) procedure
that includes a series of maturity status review processes (i.e., beta, provisional validated V1, validated
V2, and validated V3 stages), the VIIRS LSA EDR product had completed the validated V1 stage
maturity review in December 2014. The V1 stage is a critical milestone in the JPSS EDR production;
it is defined as “using a limited set of samples, the algorithm output is shown to meet the threshold
performance attributes identified in the JPSS level 1 requirements.” It has been over three years since
VIIRS LSA EDR started its operation in 2012, leading to the collection of sufficient data to perform
further validation and evaluation of the quality and accuracy of this product. Therefore, this paper
summarizes recent progress made in algorithm refinement, and presents comprehensive validation
results of LSA EDR. Compared to the preliminary validation in [15] which reported validation accuracy
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over seven Surfrad sites (RMSE = 0.049, Bias = ´0.004), this study includes more ground measurement
sites to obtain a more reliable assessment of the retrieval algorithm, aiming at pushing steps forward
to achieve the final accuracy objective of VIIRS LSA EDR product (RMSE ď 0.02, Bias ď 0.0125).
Moreover, intercomparisons are also performed among VIIRS LSA, MODIS albedo product, and
albedo retrieved from Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Operational Land Imager
(OLI) data. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the data sets used for the validation, including
field measurement data and three different satellite data. Section 3 performs a detailed analysis on the
validation results. Section 4 summarizes major findings and also states the limitations and problems in
the current product.

2. Data

2.1. Ground Measurements

In this study, ground measured albedo was collected over 23 sites for the whole years 2012 and
2013 to conduct a direct comparison among various LSA products or retrievals with field measurements.
To demonstrate the quality of these products over different land surfaces, these sites are selected from
different networks, including SURFRAD, Ameri-Flux, BSRN, and GC-Net, covering various surface
types such as vegetation, forest, desert, and snow. Table 1 summarizes the details of sites used for
validation in this study.

Table 1. List of ground sites: networks, site names, geolocations, and surface types.

Networks Site Latitude Longitude Land Surface Type

SURFRAD

Bondville 40.05 ´88.37 Cropland
Sioux Falls 43.73 ´96.62 Cropland

Table Mountain 40.12 ´105.23 Forest
Desert Rock 36.62 ´116.01 Desert

Boulder 48.30 ´105.10 Grassland
Penn State 40.72 ´77.93 Grassland

Goodwin Creek 34.25 ´89.87 Grassland

BSRN
Tateno 36.05 140.12 Grassland
Tiksi 71.58 128.91 Tundra

Toravere 58.25 26.46 Savannas

Ameri-Flux
USDia 37.67 ´121.53 Grassland
USFR3 29.94 ´97.99 Grassland
USWcr 45.80 ´90.07 Grassland

GC-Net

GITS 77.13 ´61.04 Snow
Humboldt 78.52 ´56.83 Snow

Summit 72.57 ´38.50 Snow
Tunu-N 78.01 ´33.98 Snow
DYE-2 66.48 ´46.28 Snow
Saddle 65.99 ´44.50 Snow

South-Dome 63.14 ´44.81 Snow
NASA-E 75.00 ´29.99 Snow

NASA-SE 66.47 ´42.49 Snow
NEEM 77.50 ´50.87 Snow

2.2. VIIRS LSA EDR Product

VIIRS LSA EDR is a granule-based product similar to the MODIS level 2 swath products. Seven
VIIRS moderate resolution bands (M1, M4, M5, M7, M8, M10, and M11) are used to establish the
relationship between the shortwave broadband albedo and the TOA reflectance [15]. This product
provides instantaneous blue-sky albedo every day at the overpass time (13:30 local time) of the VIIRS
sensor for all clear-sky, daytime, and land surface pixels with the spatial resolution of 750 m at nadir.
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Each pixel has been flagged either “definitely clear”, “probably clear”, or “probably cloudy” by the
VIIRS Cloud Mask IP. VIIRS LSA EDR is available to download at the NOAA CLASS website [38].
In this study, considering that the operational LSA EDR product experienced several code changes
and the data might not be consistent since its publication, the validation results given in Section 3
are based on the LSA data retrieved from our local infrastructure by employing improved BPSA on
the original moderate resolution bands. Compared to the latest version of the operational product,
our local computation in this study involved improved LUT for desert and snow surfaces. Upon the
approval of the project management, such improvements will be imported into the next version of
the operational EDR product. By matching the date and geolocation with ground measurement sites,
VIIRS LSA data were also calculated for the 23 sites list in Table 1 covering the same time period.

2.3. MODIS Albedo Product

MODIS albedo and bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) products (MCD43A1
and MCD43A2) with 500-m spatial resolution covering the same time and same location are also
collected. The MODIS blue-sky albedo is calculated as the weighted average of black-sky albedo
and white-sky albedo. The weight is determined by the ratio of downward diffuse radiation, which
is a function of solar zenith angle (SZA) and atmosphere optical depth (AOD) obtained through a
simulation of atmospheric radiative transfer with MODTRAN 5. AOD information is obtained from
MODIS daily AOD products (MOD08_D3). When no valid AOD retrieval is available, an AOD value
of 0.2 is used [15]. Since MODIS BRDF is calculated from 16 days of data, the MODIS albedo used in
this study is also a 16-day mean retrieval.

2.4. Landsat-Retrieved Albedo

Both VIIRS and MODIS data are moderate resolution product, which are not capable of
manifesting the details and subtle changes of land variables, especially in heterogeneous areas.
To investigate the influence of land heterogeneity and mixed pixel effect on the VIIRS albedo validation
results, we also collected Landsat data (Landsat 7 ETM+ and Landsat 8 OLI, up to 3TB in total) over
those 23 sites of the same period. With a high spatial resolution (30 m), Landsat-retrieved albedo is
expected to function as a bridge between VIIRS LSA and the ground measurement, thereby helping in
further understanding the main factor that leads to the biases of VIIRS LSA retrievals. The algorithm
used to calculate the albedo from Landsat TOA observation in this study is similar to the one developed
by [39].

3. Result Analysis

3.1. VIIRS Validation Against Field Measurements

Based on Table 1 and considering the properties of various land surfaces, we separated all sites
into three categories: vegetated surface, desert, and snow. Based on this scheme, all 10 GC-Net sites
located in Greenland are classified as snow sites; Desert Rock from SURFRAD is the only site that
is considered desert surface; all other 12 sites are treated as vegetated surfaces, including cropland,
grassland, forest, tundra, and savannas. For all the comparison results below, the absolute root mean
square error (RMSE) and absolute bias will be used to measure the agreement between satellites
retrievals and ground truth.

3.1.1. Vegetated Surfaces

As stated in our previous work [15], for vegetated surfaces, generic look-up-table (LUT) that uses
all data in the BRDF database as the inputs of radiative transfer simulation is applied to calculate
the LSA with observed TOA reflectance. Although no updates are made in generic LUT compared
with that used in the [15], we conduct the ground validation over more vegetated sites in this study,
attempting to lend more support to the results indicated in [15]. Figure 1 shows the comparison
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between VIIRS LSA and the ground truth albedo over four representative vegetated sites by combining
the data of both years 2012 and 2013. Table 2 summarizes the comparison statistics, including bias and
RMSE for all vegetated sites. Several findings can be made based on Figure 1 and Table 2. (1) Snow
cover in the winter season significantly increase the surface albedo (>0.4), leading to obvious contrast
to snow free observations (<0.25) and thereby showing two clusters on the scatter plots for some sites
(Figure 1a,c,d); (2) For the sites free of snow over throughout the year like Goodwin Creek (Figure 1b),
the VIIRS LSA retrieval is quite reliable with RMSE of lower than 0.035 and a slight negative bias of
´0.020, demonstrating the effectiveness of the generic LUT over dark vegetated surfaces; (3) For the
sites covered with snow during the winter season like Table Mountain (Figure 1c), the VIIRS LSA
retrieval is impacted by the inaccurate estimation of high albedo values, with RMSE and bias increased
up to 0.056 and 0.024, respectively, suggesting that the generic LUT might not be appropriate for
bright snow-covered surface (see more details in Section 3.1.3); (4) If the snow-covered observations
(albedo > 0.4) are excluded and only snow-free observations are considered, the RMSE and bias are
significantly decreased to 0.028 and 0.012, respectively, and similar changes are also found for the
site Tiksi (Figure 1d); (5) For Bondville (Figure 1a) from the SURFRAD network, which is known
as a heterogeneous site, both RMSE and bias are quite high (RMSE = 0.079) even if only snow-free
observations (RMSE = 0.071) are included. Albedo validation results over this site are always not quite
good in many related researches, probably because of the bad quality of field measurements over this
site rather than the LSA product or the retrieval algorithms; (6) The overall RMSE and bias over all
the 12 vegetated sites are 0.050 and ´0.010, respectively, for all observations, and decreased to 0.033
and ´0.007, respectively, if snow-covered observations are excluded. Such a level of accuracy is lower
than that obtained by using LUT with Lambertian [14,23,25,28] surface assumption (RMSE = 0.056,
Bias = ´0.015, not shown in Table 2), which agree with the results provided by [15]. Moreover,
according to [24], who validated MODIS-retrieved albedo with six vegetated sites from SURFRAD, the
RMSE and bias between MODIS albedo and ground truth were about 0.026 and ´0.002, respectively,
for snow-free observations. Considering that MODIS albedo is 16-day mean data and errors might be
mitigated during the composition, it is safe to say that the VIIRS LSA retrievals over vegetated sites
are comparable to MODIS, both of which are reliable albedo estimations.

Table 2. Summary of ground validation results over 12 vegetated sites. Generic BRDF LUT is used to
retrieve LSA over these sites. “Overall” displays the statistics by including all available observations,
while “Snow-free” only considers those snow-free observations whose ground albedo measurements
are below 0.4.

Site
Overall Snow-Free

RMSE Bias RMSE Bias

Bondville 0.079 ´0.040 0.071 ´0.040
Sioux Falls 0.051 0.031 0.024 0.007

Table Mountain 0.056 0.024 0.028 0.012
Boulder 0.024 ´0.003 0.027 0.007

Penn State 0.068 ´0.041 0.042 ´0.028
Goodwin Creek 0.033 ´0.020 0.033 ´0.020

Tateno 0.046 ´0.003 0.046 ´0.003
Tiksi 0.042 0.010 0.040 0.016

Toravere 0.051 0.007 0.053 0.005
USDia 0.038 0.004 0.038 0.004
USFR3 0.036 0.026 0.036 0.026
USWcr 0.050 ´0.005 0.050 ´0.005
Overall 0.050 ´0.010 0.033 ´0.007
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Figure 1. Comparison between VIIRS-retrieved albedo and ground truth over four vegetated sites for 
the years 2012 and 2013: (a) Bondville (Cropland); (b) Goodwin Creek (Grassland); (c) Table 
Mountain (Forest); and (d) Tiksi (Tundra). Albedo value beyond 0.4 is due to the snow cover on the 
sites during the winter season. Cloudy observations have been excluded by applying cloud masks. 
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LUT, which mainly uses the BRDF of bare soil in the simulation of atmospheric radiative  
transfer [15]. Validation against the field measurement over a desert site called Rock Desert from the 
SURFRAD network for the whole year 2013 (Figure 2a,c) shows that the current LSA EDR achieves 
an RMSE of 0.036 and a positive bias of 0.030, both of which are much higher than those of MODIS 
albedo validation results reported by [24] (RMSE = 0.027, Bias = −0.003). Considering that this site has 
a very stable surface condition, temporal composition (16-day mean) of MODIS albedo should not 
contribute so much to the difference in accuracy, suggesting that VIIRS albedo retrieval over the 
desert surface is not as accurate as expected. Thus, we revisited the radiative transfer simulation 
process and employed a stricter standard to select the training data that is specific for desert aerosol 
type. It should be noted that the updated desert LUT is only tested in our local environment rather 
than being incorporated into current operational VIIRS LSA EDR. Consequently, a new group of 
desert LUT was generated, which were employed to retrieve the LSA from the VIIRS TOA data 
provided by the NASA land subset in our local infrastructure. Figure 2b,d clearly demonstrate the 
improvement made in the retrieval accuracy over this site by using the updated desert LUT, with 
RMSE and bias reduced to 0.023 and 0.006, respectively, suggesting the potential of the updated 
desert LUT to improve the VIIRS albedo retrieval over desert site. Further validation will be 
performed using extensive desert sites in future works to comprehensively demonstrate the 
effectiveness of such improved desert LUT. 

Figure 1. Comparison between VIIRS-retrieved albedo and ground truth over four vegetated sites for
the years 2012 and 2013: (a) Bondville (Cropland); (b) Goodwin Creek (Grassland); (c) Table Mountain
(Forest); and (d) Tiksi (Tundra). Albedo value beyond 0.4 is due to the snow cover on the sites during
the winter season. Cloudy observations have been excluded by applying cloud masks.

3.1.2. Desert

For a desert surface, the current operational VIIRS LSA EDR is calculated by desert-specific LUT,
which mainly uses the BRDF of bare soil in the simulation of atmospheric radiative transfer [15].
Validation against the field measurement over a desert site called Rock Desert from the SURFRAD
network for the whole year 2013 (Figure 2a,c) shows that the current LSA EDR achieves an RMSE
of 0.036 and a positive bias of 0.030, both of which are much higher than those of MODIS albedo
validation results reported by [24] (RMSE = 0.027, Bias = ´0.003). Considering that this site has a very
stable surface condition, temporal composition (16-day mean) of MODIS albedo should not contribute
so much to the difference in accuracy, suggesting that VIIRS albedo retrieval over the desert surface is
not as accurate as expected. Thus, we revisited the radiative transfer simulation process and employed
a stricter standard to select the training data that is specific for desert aerosol type. It should be noted
that the updated desert LUT is only tested in our local environment rather than being incorporated
into current operational VIIRS LSA EDR. Consequently, a new group of desert LUT was generated,
which were employed to retrieve the LSA from the VIIRS TOA data provided by the NASA land subset
in our local infrastructure. Figure 2b,d clearly demonstrate the improvement made in the retrieval
accuracy over this site by using the updated desert LUT, with RMSE and bias reduced to 0.023 and
0.006, respectively, suggesting the potential of the updated desert LUT to improve the VIIRS albedo
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retrieval over desert site. Further validation will be performed using extensive desert sites in future
works to comprehensively demonstrate the effectiveness of such improved desert LUT.
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3.1.3. Snow 

For the snow surface, no snow-specific LUT is included in the current operational VIIRS LSA 
EDR. It simply uses the generic LUT to calculate LSA even if the surface is covered by snow, and no 
ground validation was performed over snow-covered sites by [15]. In this study, we collected the 
field measurement data over 10 snow sites from the GC-Net network for the year 2013 and extracted 
the corresponding VIIRS LSA EDR to perform accuracy assessment and related algorithm 
improvements. The data used for the comparison are only between May and October (i.e., DOY  
121–304), because those snow sites are located in Greenland where the winter season (November to 
April) is very long and almost no field data are available during this period. 

Figure 2. Validation results over a desert site (Rock Desert) for the year 2013. Time series of
VIIRS-retrieved albedo using (a) current and (b) updated desert-specific LUT, respectively. Comparison
results between ground truth and VIIRS-retrieved albedo using (c) current and (d) updated desert
specific LUT, respectively.

3.1.3. Snow

For the snow surface, no snow-specific LUT is included in the current operational VIIRS LSA
EDR. It simply uses the generic LUT to calculate LSA even if the surface is covered by snow, and no
ground validation was performed over snow-covered sites by [15]. In this study, we collected the field
measurement data over 10 snow sites from the GC-Net network for the year 2013 and extracted the
corresponding VIIRS LSA EDR to perform accuracy assessment and related algorithm improvements.
The data used for the comparison are only between May and October (i.e., DOY 121–304), because
those snow sites are located in Greenland where the winter season (November to April) is very long
and almost no field data are available during this period.
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As results, Figure 3 shows the comparison results over one of the GC-Net sites named Saddle.
It can be seen that the retrieval accuracy of the generic LUT case (Figure 3b) is quite low, with the
RMSE and bias of up to 0.092 and ´0.032, respectively. To achieve a better estimation, similar to
the approach for constructing desert LUT, we also developed a group of snow-specific LUT by only
using the BRDF of snow surface in the simulation of atmospheric radiative transfer. As expected, the
LSA-retrieval accuracy was obviously improved by employing such snow-specific LUT on VIIRS TOA
data provided by NOAA CLASS SDR, with RMSE and bias reduced to 0.073 and ´0.005, respectively
(Figure 3c). Combining all the 10 snow sites together, Figure 4b,c indicate a similar result, with snow
LUT (RMSE = 0.082, Bias = ´0.016) outperforming the generic LUT (RMSE = 0.093, Bias = ´0.052).
Such an accuracy is slightly worse than the MODIS 16-day mean albedo validation results over
snow-covered sites reported by [24] (RMSE = 0.065, Bias = 0.012). However, even by using snow-specific
LUT, the LSA retrieval over the snow surface is still significantly inferior to that of vegetated and desert
surfaces. This large error is most likely caused by the undetected cloud and cloud shadow, which are
much more difficult to identify in snow-covered regions than others. In addition, we found that the
LUT with a Lambertian assumption performs slightly better than that of snow LUT (Figure 4a, Table 3).
To investigate the cause, we analyzed the relationship between the solar/viewing geometry and the
absolute difference (AD) of the VIIRS-retrieved and field-measured albedo. In Figure 5, it shows that
the AD has almost no correlation with the solar zenith angle (SZA) for the Lambertian LUT case, while
it shows an obvious increasing trend against SZA for the snow-specific LUT case. Considering that
SZA is relatively higher in Greenland from where the ground measurements were collected, this is a
straightforward explanation of the difference between the results showed in Figure 4a,c, and also helps
us understand the potential improvements in product accuracy enabling the application of threshold
SZA for snow-covered surfaces to decide which kind of LUT should be used for albedo retrieval.
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VIIRS-retrieved albedo using Lambertian LUT, generic BRDF LUT, and snow-specific BRDF LUT;
Comparison results between ground truth and VIIRS-retrieved albedo using (b) Lambertian LUT;
(c) generic BRDF LUT; and (d) snow-specific BRDF LUT, respectively.
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Table 3. Summary of ground validation results over 10 snow sites.

Site
Lambertian LUT Generic LUT Snow LUT

RMSE Bias RMSE Bias RMSE Bias

GITS 0.067 0.011 0.102 ´0.066 0.068 ´0.012
Humboldt 0.081 ´0.013 0.095 ´0.073 0.090 ´0.046

Summit 0.058 0.037 0.072 ´0.028 0.058 ´0.007
Tunu-N 0.050 ´0.017 0.087 ´0.072 0.090 ´0.057
DYE-2 0.103 0.067 0.074 0.007 0.070 0.039
Saddle 0.080 0.036 0.092 ´0.032 0.073 ´0.005

South-Dome 0.143 0.106 0.096 0.053 0.096 0.057
NASA-E 0.065 ´0.011 0.090 ´0.060 0.083 ´0.037

NASA-SE 0.069 0.029 0.077 ´0.036 0.072 ´0.018
NEEM 0.059 0.006 0.084 ´0.056 0.068 ´0.040
Overall 0.077 0.006 0.093 ´0.052 0.087 ´0.024

3.2. VIIRS Validated against Landsat

High-resolution Landsat data provide us an effective way to investigate the influence of the
heterogeneous surface and the mixed pixel effect on the validation results of VIIRS LSA EDR against
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field measurement. Considering that the spatial resolution of Landsat data is 30 m and the temporal
resolution is 16 day, we averaged VIIRS LSA data in a window size of 25 pixels ˆ 25 pixels and also
matched the acquisition dates of the Landsat. In addition, to exclude the influence of the albedo
diurnal change caused by the SZA variation, in-situ albedo measured at the exact acquisition time of
satellite images (VIIRS and Landsat, respectively) are used to perform ground comparisons. For the
vegetated site USDia and snow site Tunu-N (first and third rows in Figure 6, respectively), Landsat
provides more accurate albedo estimations than VIIRS LSA, whereas it is opposite over the desert
site Desert Rock (second row in Figure 6). From Figure 7, which shows the combined comparison
results, we found that Landsat-retrieved albedo also outperforms VIIRS LSA in general. Furthermore,
the agreement between VIIRS and Landsat (RMSE = 0.048) is worse than that between VIIRS and
MODIS (RMSE = 0.045) shown in Section 3.3, most likely because (1) the difference in spatial resolution
between VIIRS and MODIS (250 m) is much smaller than that between VIIRS and Landsat (720 m);
(2) the estimation errors are mitigated by 16-day average of MODIS albedo product; and (3) the image
acquisition time differs between Landsat and VIIRS, whereas the VIIRS-MODIS comparison used
16-day mean data which significantly mitigated the influence of acquisition differences. Similar to
Section 3.1.1, we also excluded snow-covered observations over non-GCNet sites, because although
they are snow pixels, they are retrieved by generic BRDF LUT rather than by snow-specific LUT.
Figure 8 shows the accuracy improvement with such a modification, and it could be concluded that
the VIIRS LSA is comparable with high-resolution Landsat albedo with RMSE of lower than 0.04
and also that Landsat albedo affords reliable retrievals with RMSE of lower than 0.035. In addition,
we recognized that the different scaling between VIIRS and Landsat data may contribute most to
the disagreement between their albedo retrievals, and also that employing point spread function
(SPF) [40,41] during the albedo retrieval of higher-resolution data is a potential way to improve the
intercomparison results in future work.
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3.3. VIIRS Validated against MODIS

As a successor of MODIS, it is necessary to carry out a comparison between VIIRS LSA EDR and
MODIS albedo product. Since the MODIS albedo is 16-day mean retrieval, 16-day data from VIIRS LSA
are firstly averaged to obtain the mean albedo with an interval of 8 days, corresponding to the temporal
step of the MODIS albedo. As shown in Figure 9, because of the mitigation of temporal variation
and system noise by 16-day composition, all the comparison results are much better than those of
simultaneous observations listed before. In detail, for all the three individual sites (i.e., Goodwin Creek,
Desert Rock, and Saddle), VIIRS LSA agree quite well with the MODIS albedo product, with RMSE
of lower than 0.05 at the snow site Saddle, and the other two vegetated and desert sites achieve an
even much higher accuracy (with RMSE of lower than 0.02). In addition, both VIIRS LSA and MODIS
products also show high agreements with field measurements, indicating the high data quality of these
two products. Combining all sites together and separating into the abovementioned three surface
types (Figure 9), we obtained more middle-range (0.35–0.65) observations for seasonal snow, and the
LSA retrieval accuracy could be tested across the whole logical domain. As expected, it can be seen
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that VIIRS LSA is still comparable with the MODIS albedo product, with RMSE of lower than 0.05 and
bias of lower than 0.025.Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 137 13 of 16 
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Figure 9. Intercomparison results (first column) between VIIRS LSA EDR and MODIS albedo product
for the year 2013. Three individual sites (Goodwin Creek: first row; Desert Rock: second row; Saddle:
third row) covered by different land types are shown, as well as the results of combining all the sites
listed in Table 1 (fourth row). In addition, comparisons with field measurements are also provided for
both the products in the second and third columns, respectively.
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4. Summary

Suomi NPP VIIRS LSA EDR has been a routinely operational product since the beginning of
2012. It currently employs BPSA as a unique algorithm to directly estimate LSA from VIIRS TOA
reflectance. This paper summarizes the recent refinement of the BPSA LUT coefficients for desert and
snow-covered surface and the comprehensive validation results of VIIRS LSA EDR. The major findings
are summarized below.

(1) The updated desert LUT captures better albedo over a desert site than the original LUT upon
the test results in the local environment, suggesting the potential of such updated LUT to the
improve the VIIRS LSA product accuracy. Further validations with extensive desert sites are
needed to comprehensively demonstrate the effectiveness of the new desert LUT. In addition, the
newly developed snow-specific LUT also improves the accuracy of VIIRS LSA estimation over
snow surfaces, thereby improving the overall accuracy over all validation sites.

(2) For snow-covered sites from the GC-Net network, LSA retrieved using both Lambertian-based
LUT and snow-specific BRDF LUT perform much better than that obtained using generic BRDF
LUT. In addition, Lambertian LUT generates a slightly higher accuracy than that of snow-specific
LUT, owing to the different sensitivity of albedo estimation biases to the SZA between the two
LUTs. Further investigation might be needed to identify a threshold of SZA to determine the
most appropriate LUT for snow-covered surface in high-latitude areas.

(3) By validating against Landsat-retrieved albedo, it is found that VIIRS LSA is also comparable to
high-resolution albedo retrieval (RMSE < 0.04), although Landsat albedo has slightly better
ground validation results than that of VIIRS, which is probably attributed to the fact that
the high-resolution Landsat data is nearly free from the impact of heterogeneous surface and
mixed pixel effect. Point spread function will be implemented to mitigate such discrepancies in
future works.

(4) VIIRS LSA retrievals agree well with the MODIS albedo product over all kinds of surfaces,
including vegetated, desert, and snow surfaces, with the overall RMSE of lower than 0.05 and
overall bias of lower than 0.025. As the successor of MODIS, it is demonstrated that VIIRS is
capable of producing LSA product, whose accuracy is comparable to MODIS.
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